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Geronimus has shown that a sequence of orthogonal polynomials (Pn) with
periodic recurrence coefficients for n ;;, no is orthogonal on a set of disjoint intervals
E,= U;~j [aZl-j, a2J with respect to a distribution of the form

dljJ(x) = J-}) (x-a)/Ip,(x)l dx+dfl(X),

where p,(x)=T1;~j(x-wJ) with sgnp,(x)_(-l)'+l- J on (azl-joaz) for j=
1, ..., I, v;;, 1- I, and where fl is a certain point measure with supp( Jl) C {w j , .•. , w,}.
In this paper we show (in fact a more general result is presented) that a sequence
of polynomials (Pn) orthogonal with respect to dljJ has recurrence coefficients of
period N, N;;, I, for n ;;, no, if and only if there exists a so-called Chebyshev polyno
mial :?IN of degree N on E" where a polynomial :?IN is called a Chebyshev polyno
mial on H, if I.'TNI attains its maximum value on £[ at N + 1 points from E/.
Furthermore it is demonstrated how to get in a simple way a (nonlinear) recurrence
relation for the recurrence coefficients of the orthogonal polynomials. Results on
Chebyshev polynomials on several intervals are also given. © 1991 Academic Press, Inc.

1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION

First let us note that the notation will be the same as in [16J which will
be referred to as I. The references to the equalities and sections in I will be
made by prefix I, e.g., (1.3.1) means equality (3.1) in I. On the other hand,
(3.1) means equality (3.1) of this paper.

Henceforth let N= {I, 2, 3, ... } and N o = {O, 1,2, ... }, lEN, akER for
k = 1, ..., 21, al < a2 < ... < a21 and put

I

£1= U [a2k~1' aZk],
k~l

123

21

H(x)= f1 (x~ad
k~l
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and
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for x E (aZj~ l' aZj ), j = 1, ..., I,
elsewhere.

(1.1 )

Rand S are real polynomials with leading coefficient one and aR = rand
as = s (r +s = 21) which satisfy the relation

R(x) S(x) = H(x).

As usual, ap denotes the exact degree of the polynomial p, Pv denotes a real
polynomial with apv = v which has no zero inE" i.e.,

v·

Pv(x) = c f1 (x - Wk)"\
k=l

where C ER\{O}, v* ENo, vkEN for k = 1, ..., v*, v= Lt~l Vb WkE C\E, for
k = 1, ..., v*, and the Wk'S are real or appear in pairs of complex conjugate
numbers. Furthermore set

for k= 1, ..., v*.

In what follows we choose always that branch of jH which is analytic on
C\E, and which satisfies

,
sgnJH(y)=sgn f1 (y-azk-l)

k~l

for YER\E,. (1.2)

for PEP, (1.3)

For given R, Pv, £ = (£[> ... , £v.), £k E { -1, l}, let us now define the
following linear functionals on the space of real polynomials P

v· (l-£k) ( pR )(Vk-1J
LR,p"e(P)=k~1(Vk-1)! Pv,kJH (wd

and

for PEP, (1.4 )

where it is assumed that £k+ 1 =£b if Wk and Wk+ 1 are complex conjugate,
here g(jJ denotes the jth derivative of g. If there is no possible confusion
indices v resp. R, Pv, £ are omitted, The unique sequence of orthogonal
polynomials (PiJnENO' Pin=Xin + "', io=O, satisfying

for j = 0, ..., in + 1 - 2
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have been investigated by the author in [16]. If 'PR,p, , is definite, i.e" if
in = n for n E No, then it is well known (see, e.g., [3]) that the polynomials
Pn' n E No, satisfy a recurrence relation of the form

for n E N, (1.5)

where P-l =,0, Po=' 1, Cr:nER, and An + 1 ER\{O} for nEN.
In this paper we study orthogonal polynomials with periodic recurrence

coefficients, i.e., polynomials Pn which satisfy a recurrence relation of the
form (1.5) and the recurrence coefficients of which satisfy the periodic
conditions

and

where NEN and noEN.
Geronimus [7] (see, e.g., [5]) has shown, under the additional assump

tion that An + 1 E R + for n E N, that such polynomials are orthogonal with
respect to a positive definite linear functional 'PH,p,£' where I ~ N (corre
sponding results for orthogonal polynomials with asymptotically periodic
recurrence coefficients have been given recently by Geronimo and Van
Assche [5]). Thus the question arises whether polynomials orthogonal
with respect to 'PH,p,s have periodic recurrence coefficients. For the case
that

f J-H
'PH,p,s(P) = P -1-1- dx

£( P
for PEP,

where sgn p = -sgn h on int(E/), A. Magnus [10, Sect. 4.2] has shown,
based on results of Nuttall and Singh [12], that the recurrence coefficients
have periodic or quasi-periodic behaviour, where this fact is explained by
special Abel functions the periods and amplitudes of which depend only on
E/. Examples show (see also [14]) that in general periodicity of the
recurrence coefficients can not be expected if E{ consists of more than one
interval. In the single interval case it is well known by the results of
Bernstein and Szego [18] that the recurrence coefficients are constant for
n ~ v and thus have period one. In this paper we demonstrate that polyno
mials which are orthogonal with respect to lJIR,p,E' lJIR,p.e definite, have
recurrence coefficients of period N if and only if there exists a Chebyshev
polynomial (abbreviated T-polynomial), :!IN = x N+ ... on E{, where a
polynomial :!IN = xN+ ... is called a T-polynomial on E{ if I:!INI attains its
maximum value at N + I points in E/. Moreover we have, taking into
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consideration Geronimus's result, that the existence of a system of
orthogonal polynomials with periodic recurrence coefficients and spectrum
E" up to a finite point spectrum, is equivalent to the existence of a
T-polynomial on E,.

We proceed as follows: In the second section we characterize T-polyno
mials on disjoint intervals and give some basic properties of such polyno
mials. In the third section we demonstrate the above mentioned result on
the periodicity of the recurrence coefficients. In the fourth section we
investigate the connection between the recurrence coefficients of the poly
nomials orthogonal with respect to 'PR,p,e resp. 'PR,p,-e' Special attention
is given to the interesting case where the recurrence coefficients are sym
metric periodic. In the fifth section we show how to get in a very simple
way recurrence relations for the recurrence coefficients if the period is
greater than the number of the intervals. Using completely different
methods these recurrence relations for the recurrence coefficients were
derived by Turchi et al. in [19].

Finally we would like to mention that polynomials with periodic
recurrence coefficients appear also in the papers of Kac and Van Moer
beke [9J and Van Moerbeke [l1J where periodic Jacobi matrices are
investigated and the connection of such matrices resp. of orthogonal poly
nomials having periodic recurrence coefficients with periodic Toda lattices
is demonstrated.

As it was brought to our attention by the referee the question of
periodicity resp. asymptotic periodicity of the recurrence coefficients was
also investigated by Aptekarev [21, see in particular Sect. 3]. Based on
Widom's asymptotic formulas for polynomials orthogonal on a system of
contours, see [20J, he demonstrated that a sequence of polynomials (Pn)
orthogonal with respect to a positive measure f.1 has asymptotically periodic
recurrence coefficients of period N if the spectrum of f.1 consists of N
disjoint intervals [a2j-l, a2J, j= 1, ..., N, of equal harmonic measure at 00

(which is equivalent to the fact that there exists a T-polynomial of degree
Non EN= U:~l [a2j-l> a2J) and of finitely many discrete values and that
the absolutely continuous part of the measure f.1 satisfies a generalized
Szego condition on EN' Furthermore a necessary condition which is close
to the above stated sufficient condition is given.

2. CHEBYSHEV POLYNOMIALS ON DISJOINT INTERVALS

DEFINITION 2.1. Let I, N EN and suppose that N?;; l. We call a polyno
mial .'TN(x) = xN+ "', N EN, a Chebyshev polynomial (abbreviated
T-polynomial) on E" if .'TN is of the form

.'T~(x) = H(x) Oll~_,(x) + £2, (2.1)
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where JUN -I is a polynomial of degree N -I with leading coefficient one and
L E R +. Itrv(x) = ffN(x)/L is called a normed T-polynomial on EI .

Let us note that JUN _ I and L from (2.1) are uniquely determined and that
it follows from (2.1), since H:( (> )0 on EI(R\EI), that

for xEEI ,

for xER\EI •

We have chosen the name "T-polynomial" because it turns out in this
section that polynomials satisfying (2.1) have a similar behaviour on EI as
the well known Chebyshev polynomials on [-1, + 1]. T-polynomials on
two disjoint intervals have been investigated by Achieser [1] and then by
the author [14, 15]. The reason why we are interested in T-polynomials in
this paper is, as we shall demonstrate in the next section, that there is an
equivalence between the existence of a T-polynomial on E I and the
periodicity of the recurrence coefficients of the polynomials orthogonal
with respect to functionals of the type 'JFR,P,B'

First let us characterize T-polynomials with the help of an orthogonality
property and let us show how to determine algebraically those disjoint
intervals Elan which there exists aT-polynomial.

THEOREM 2.1. (a) ffN is a T-polynomial on E I if and only if
ffN .1 P N + 1- 2 on EI with respect to 1/h. (Pn denotes as usual the set of real
polynomials of degree at most n.)

(b) There exists aT-polynomial ffN on E I if and only if

=0 for k=O, ..., 1-2,

where

f k dx
mk= E,X hex) for kENo·

Proof (a) Applying Theorem 1.1 resp. Theorem I.3 to relation (2.1)
part (a) follows.

(b) We give only a sketch of the proof since the methods are similar
to those used in [17, pp. 428---429]. Necessity. Put

N

ffN(x) = L {JjXN- j.
j~O
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Then it follows by (a)
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and hence

for k = 0, ..., N +1- 2 (2.2)

N

L: !3jm N+k-j=O
j=O

for k = 0, ..., N +1- 2

which is the assertion.
Sufficiency. Let for sufficiently small Ixl

Since the determinants given in (b) are zero for k = 0, ..., 1- 2 it follows
that

for k = 0, ... , 1- 2

and thus, recalling that by Lemma I.l(c), mj=O for j=O, ..., 1-2,

N

L: !3jmN+k- j =O
j=O

for k = 0, ..., N +1- 2,

which is equivalent to (2.2). Hence, by (a), the theorem is proved. I
Notation. As usual let Tn resp. Un, n E No, denote the Chebyshev

polynomials of degree n of first resp. second kind on [ -1, + 1].
Furthermore, if fiN is a T-polynomial on EI, we put for n E N

and (2.3)

and

tftnN - I = tftN_ IUn_ 1(ffN) and OU = utft /2n
-

1 = X nN - I+ ...nN-I nN-I ,
(2.4 )

where tftN_,=OUN_dL and OUN_ I is defined in (2.1).
If t is a polynomial we use also the notation

i(x) := t(x)/K, where K is the leading coefficient of t.

LEMMA 2.1. Let fiN be a T-polynomial on E I. Then for n E N

- 2 -2
f!T nN - HOU nN _ I = 1,

i.e., the polynomials :!I,.N, n E N, are T-polynomials on E I.

(2.5)
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Proof Using the well known relation

T~(x)-(x2-1)U~_I(x)=l

we get with the help of (2.1) that

[TnC9'"N)J2 - H[oltN_ 1Un_ I(§;,)J2 = 1

129

which is the assertion. I
The following corollary shows that knowing a T-polynomial on E1 we

know an infinite subsequence of polynomials orthogonal with respect to
distributions of the type p/hdx, l/phdx+point measure, If'R,fJl_I,E' etc.

COROLLARY 2.1. Let!YN be a T-polynomial on E1 and let p be a polyno
mial of degree at most 1- 1 which has no zero in int(E,). Then the following
propositions hold:

(a) For each n E N, !Y;,N.l P nN+ l-op -2 on E1 with respect to p/h.

(b) For each n E N, IJIlnN _1.1 PnN _ op _ 2 on E, with respect to ph.

(c) Let a be a point measure such that the support of a is a subset of
the set of zeros of p. Then for each n E N, P!Y;,N .1 P nN + 1- 2 on E1 with
respect to l/hp dx + da.

(d) Let a as in (c). Then for each n E N, plJIlnN -I .1 P nN _ 2 on E1 with
respect to h/p dx + da.

Proof Since by (2.5) and Theorem I.1(a) resp. Theorem I.1(b),
!Y;,N.l PnN+I- 2 resp. °71nN _1 .l PnN - 2 with respect to l/h resp. h on E, the
corollary follows immediately. I

Remark 2.1. As we have learned quite recently orthogonal polynomials
(Pn) with the property that PnN = rnC9'"N) and p~~_ 1 = PI-Ir~12l9'"N) for all
n E N, where (r n) is a sequence of orthogonal polynomials the spectrum of
which is contained in [-1, + 1J, r~121 denotes the associated polynomials
of order one, and p(_ 1 is a polynomial of degree 1- 1 which has exactly
one zero in [a2j , aq + JJ, j = 1, ..., 1-1, have been studied in [6]. The
normed T-polynomial ffN on E 1 is called there polynomial mapping. But let
us note that in general polynomials orthogonal with respect to If'R,PI_I, E

resp. with respect to the more general functional If'R,p,e do not fit into this
class of orthogonal polynomials because of the following results: Let !YN be
a T-polynomial on E1 and let PI-I(X) = Di-:,\ (X-Wk) be such that
WkE [a2k' aZk+IJ for k= 1, ..., 1-1. Furthermore let (Pn) be a sequence of

orthogonal polynomials with the property that PnN = rn(ffN) and p~~-I =

PI-IUn-l(ffN)=PI_IlJIlnN_I for all nEN, where rn is such that r~121=
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Un- 1 for nEN. Then one gets from [6, (2.17) and (2.14)J or by direct

methods that (p~l)) is orthogonal with respect to J -H/n !pt-ll dx+
L:~-::'\ 11k J(x - Wk) on Et, where the point measure 11k at Wk is, up to very
special cases, different from that one defined in (1.3). More precisely it can
be demonstrated that equality of the two point measures can only occur if
ffN(wt-1-2j)=Cl for j=O, 1, ..., [(I-1)/2J and ffN(wt_ 2j ) = -C2 for j=
1,2, ..., [(I-l)/2J where cj,c2E[I, 00). For example, if rn=Tn,nEN,

then 11k = - -JH(Wk)/P;-l (wk) and thus the point measure differs from that
one given in (1.3) by the factor 2. Hence only in the case where Pt- 1 has
all zeros at boundary points of E t , i.e., -JH(wk)= 0, for k = 1, ..., 1-1, one
obtains a distribution of the type treated in this paper (see Section 4),

namely the distribution J -R(x)/S(x) dx where aR=I+ 1(1-1) and as=
1- 1(1 + 1). Finally let us mention that distributions of the form

J -R(x)/S(x)/p(ffN(x)) dx, where P is a polynomial which is positive on
[ - 1, +1J, are the only other distributions which fit also into that class of
orthogonal polynomials investigated in [6, compare Remark 7].

COROLLARY 2.2. Let 5 N be a T-polynomial on Et. Then

(a) :!7;,N resp. IJl!nN-i> n E N, has nN resp. nN-I simple zeros in int(Et).

(b) There is a unique rt- 1 E Pt- 1 which has exactly one zero in each
interval (a2j' a2j + d, j = 1, ..., 1- 1, such that for each n EN

5~N= nNrt_1IJl!nN_t

(c) FornEN

and 2nNrt_ 1 :!7;,N = 2HIJl!~N -t + H'lJl!nN-t·

and

tJT ()=f (HlJl!nN_t)(z)-(HlJl!nN_t)(X) dx
::InN Z .

£1 Z-X h(x)

Proof (a) Follows immediately from Theorem 1 and Lemma 1.5.

(b) Let n= 1. Since, by (a), IJl!N_t has all zeros in int(Et ) and since,
by (2.1), 5 N has a local extremum at the zeros of IJl!N-t it follows that

Observing that

for j= 1, ..., 1-1,
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we get that Y'tvand thus r l _ 1 has at least one zero in each interval
(a2j , a2J+ I), j = 1, ..., 1- 1, which gives the first relation for n = 1. Differen
tiating y"N it follows immediately that the first relation holds for each
nEN.

The second relation follows by differentiating (2.5) and using the first
relation.

(c) Follows immediately from Theorem 1.1. I

THEOREM 2.2. (a) Y N= x N+ ... is a T-polynomial on E I if and only if
there exist exactly N + I points Yj EEl, Y 1 < Y2 < ... < YN+ I, such that
iYN(y;)1 = maxxEE/ IYN(x)1 for j= 1, ... , N + I.

(b) Each polynomial Y N= x N+ ... with N simple real zeros is a
T-polynomial on the set of intervals E( J1) = {x E R : IY N(x) I ~ J1 }, where
J1 E (0, K] and K:= min{ IYN(x)l: Y'tv(x) = O}.

(c) Suppose that Y N1 resp. Y"N
2

is a T-polynomial on Eft resp. Ei;' with
at = -1 and afl

2
= 1. Then the composition IJ'''N

2
(IJ'N,) is a normed T-poly

nomial on a set of disjoint intervals Ei':*.

Proof (a) Necessity. From relation (2.1) it follows that

IYN(y)J =max IYN(x)1
XEE/

at the N + I zeros Yj of HOltN_ I . Assuming that there is an additional point
y* EEl' y* no zero of HOltN_ I , such that l5;v(y*)J = maxXEE/IYN(x)[
we get that y* E int(EI ) and thus Y'tv(y*) = 0, which implies by
Corollary 2.2(b) that Y'tv has at least N zeros which is a contradiction.

Sufficiency. Since Y'tv has at most N -1 zeros it follows that IYNJ attains
its maximum at all boundary points of EI • Hence

N+I N-I

TI (x-yJ=H(x) TI (x-y;)
j~1 ~~I

and
N-I

Y~(x)= H(x) TI (x - Y;p? + L 2,

~=I

where L = maxxEE/ IYN(x)l, which proves the sufficiency part.

(b) and (c) Follow immediately with the help of (a). I

COROLLARY 2.3. Let Y N be a T-polynomial on E I . Then

(a) Y N is the unique minimal polynomial on E I with respect to the
maximum norm; i.e., Y N deviates least from zero on E I with respect to the
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maximum norm among all polynomials of degree N with leading coefficient
one.

(b) Let E" be a set of disjoint intervals with the properties that
E" c E[ and that E" contains at least N + 1 alternation points of ?IN' i.e., at
least N+1 points Yl<Y2<"'<YN+l,Yj EE[" such that ?IN(Yj)=
(-1)N+l-jmaxxEE/I?lN(X)1 for j=1, ...,N+1. Then ?IN is a minimal
polynomial on E" and there exists no T-polynomial of degree Non E".

Proof (a) From Theorem 2.2(a) we deduce that there exist N + 1
points yj" E E[, Yjj < Yh < ... < YjN+l' such that

?IN(Yj ) = (_1)N+l-.u max I?IN(x) I for J1 = 1, ..., N + 1.
jJ. XEEI

The assertion follows now by the well known alternation and uniqueness
theorem for compact sets.

(b) From the Alternation Theorem it follows that ?IN is a minimal
polynomial on E[,. In view of the uniqueness of the minimal polynomial
and in view of part (a), (b) follows. I

Remark 2.2. Since by the well known Alternation Theorem a polyno
mial of degree N with leading coefficient one is a minimal polynomial on
E[ with respect to the maximum norm if and only if it has N + 1 alternation
points on E[ we conclude by Theorem 2.2(a) that a minimal polynomial
need not be a T-polynomial on E1• But it is not hard to demonstrate that
each minimal polynomial on E[ is a T-polynomial on a set of I' disjoint
intervals including E[.

In what follows the next theorem is of great importance.

THEOREM 2.3. Let ?IN be a T-polynomial on E[ and assume that there is
no T-polynomialon E[ of lower degree. Then the polynomials 5"N, n E N, are
the only T-polynomials on E1•

Proof In view of Corollary 2.3(a) there are no other T-polynomials on
E[ of degree nN, n E N.

Now assume that there is a T-polynomial ?1m, (n - 1) N < m < nN, n ~ 2,
on E[. Then we obtain with the help of Lemma 1.6, Section 5, that

and that tnN - m :=?lm5"N-HlJItm-llJltnN-[ is a polynomial of degree
nN - m < N. Hence tnN _ m is a T-polynomial on E[ of degree less than N
which is a contradiction. I

The next corollary shows the connection with certain elliptic resp.
hyperelliptic integrals.
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COROLLARY 2.4. Let g-N be a T-polynomial on E 1 with exactly
(vi + 1), Vi E N, extremal points in (a2i-l, a2), j = 1, ..., I, and let '1_1 be that
polynomial defined in Corollary 2.2(b). Then

for j = 1, ... , 1- 1

and

for j= 1, ..., t.

(2.6)

Proof Let y(x) = g-N(X). Then it follows from (2.1) and Corollary 2.2
that y satisfies the differential equation

r7_1 (y')2
NH= y2_1'

Solving this differential equation on [a2i,a~I+IJ,jE{1,...,1-1}, by using
the facts that Iy I> 1, y(a2i) =y(a2i+ d = ± 1, and sgn y' =sgn rl_ 1 OliN_I>
we get that y is of the form

( Ix rf_l(t) )
y(x) = ± cosh N r::uJ:\i dt

a2l V IH(t)1

Since y(a2) =y(a2i + 1) = ± 1 the first relation follows.
Solving (2.6) for x E [t 1, t2J C E f , where t j, t2 denotes two consecutive

extremal values of y, we get that

fx Irf 1(t)1
arc cos( ±y(x))= N ~ dt + 2kn,

II v IH(t)1

kEN, from which it follows, since y(t1) = - y(t2) = =+ 1, that

II2 Irf - 1 (t)1 dt='!!.
II JIH(tTi N

which gives the assertion. I

THEOREM 2.4. Suppose that there exists a normed T-polynomial
- Ng-N#TN on Ui=l [a2i-l,a2J, where -1=a1 <a2:::::;a3 <a4:::::;aS<"':::::;

a2N _ 1 < a2N= 1 and g-~ has no zero on U:= 1 (a2j _ I, a2J. Then each inter
val [a2i - l , a2i ], j = 2, ..., N - 1, contains at most one zero of UN-l and the
boundary intervals [ -1, a2J and [a2N -I, 1J contain no zero of UN -1'
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Proof Let lJ E { -1, 1}. Since, using the facts that ITN I~ 1 and that
ffN(aj )= (_1)2N-j for j= 1, ..., 2N,

(-1)2N-jsgn(ffN-lJTN)(aj)~O for j=1, ... ,2N,

it follows immediately by Rolle's Theorem that ffN-lJTN has at least one
zero in each interval [a2j-l, a2j], j = 1, ..., N.

Now suppose to the contrary that there is an i* E {2, ..., N -1} such that
I i* := [a 2i*~ 1, a2i*] contains more than one zero of UN _ l' Let us recall
that at the zeros Yl<Y2< ... <YN-l of UN_ 1 TN(YJ=(-I)N-j for
j= 1, ... , N.

Case (1). I i* contains at least three zeros Yv<Yv+l <Yv+2' VE

{1, ... , N - 3}, of UN _ l' Considering ffN- <5 TN at these Yv's and using the
fact that I ffN I< 1 on int(Ii*) we get again by Rolle's Theorem that
ffN-<5TN has at least one zero in [Yv,Yv+l) and (YV+l,Yv+2].

Case (2). I i* contains exactly two zeros Yv < Yv+ 1> V E {1, ..., N - 2}, of
UN _ l' Choosing lJ such that

sgn ffN(a2i* _ d = <5 sgn TN(Yv)
we get, since

or orsgn(YN- <5TN)(a2i* -1) sgn YN(a2i* -1) ~ 0

and

that ffN-6TN has at least one zero in [a2i* _ 1, YJ. Analogously one
demonstrates that ffN-6TN has at least one zero in (Yv, a2i*].

In both cases there is a 6 E { -1, + 1} such that ffN -6TN has at least
two zeros in [a2i* _ 1, a2i*] and, as it was demonstrated above, at least one
zero in each interval [a2j-l, a2j], j E {1, ... , N} \ {i*}, and thus N + 1 zeros
which implies that ffN= TN which is a contradiction. I

Next let us give another characterization of T-polynomials.

THEOREM 2.5. The following propositions are equivalent:

(a) There exists a T-polynomial :?TN on £,.

(b) There are polynomials H +, H -, JIi +, J1i- with leading coefficient
one such that

(2.7)
and

where LER+.
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(c) There are polynomials iJIl +, H +, H ~ with leading coefficient one,
such that H+, H- satisfy condition (2.7) and iJIl+ l-PaOff++1-2 on £1 with
respect to H+ Ih.

(d) There are polynomials iJIl ~, H +, H - with leading coefficient one,
such that H+, H- satisfy condition (2.7) and iJIl- l-Poq, +1-2 on £1 with
respect to H- Ih.

Proof (a) => (b). Let

and

where al E {al, ..., a21} and yl Eint(EI ) denotes that extremal points at
which :TN attains its maximum value ±L. Using the fact that by
Theorem 2.2(a), :TN has N + I extremal points the assertion follows.

(b) => (c). In view of (b) we have

H+(iJIl+)2_H-(iJIl-)2=2L. (2.8)

By Theorem I.1 the implication is proved.

(c) => (d). By the orthogonality property of iJIl + it follows from
Theorem 1.3 that there is a polynomial iJIl- with the given orthogonality
property.

(d) => (a). Again by Theorem 1.3. it follows that there is a polynomial
iJIl + such that (2.8) holds. Hence

:TN = H+(iJIl +)2 - L= H-(iJIl-)2 + L

which implies that

COROLLARY 2.5. Let H+, H- be polynomials with leading coefficient
one such that

and
put

+ J k+ dx
mk = E,x H -(x) h(x)

and set for j, J.i E No
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Then the following propositions are equivalent:

(a) There exists a T-polynomial :TN on £,.

(b) det M j7!' = °for fJ, = (N - 8H+ )/2 and j = 0, 1, , 1- 2.

(c) det Mj~K =°for K = (N - 8H-)/2 and j= 0,1, , 1- 2.

Proof In view of Theorem 2.5 the assertion is equivalent to the
following statement: There exists a polynomial 0lt±-.LPa"lt±+'-2 on £, with
respect to H±/h if and only if the above given determinants are zero. This
can be demonstrated analogously as in Theorem 2.1(b). I

Hence Corollary 2.5 gives a simpler condition for the existence of a
T-polynomial than Theorem 2.1. For the calculation of the moments mf
see (5.15) and (5.16).

3. ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS WITH PERIODIC RECURRENCE COEFFICIENTS

In the first part of this section we show that polynomials orthogonal
with respect to 'PR,p,B' 'PR,p,e definite, have periodic recurrence coefficients
if there exists a T-polynomial :TN on £, and give a representation of the
orthogonal polynomials with the help of the T-polynomial :TN' On the
other hand we demonstrate that orthogonal polynomials having recurrence
coefficients of period N are orthogonal on a union of I::::; N disjoint inter
vals £, with respect to a functional 'PR,p,B' a result which has been given
by Geronimus [7] using different methods.

We need the following

Notation. Let R, Pv' e be given and let VEP v _ 1 and UEPr_(v+1) be such
that at the zeros Wk of py(x) = Dk*=l (x-wS k

for j=O, ..., vk -1,

and that

(R/Pvj!i)(z) = u(z) +O(Z-l)

and put

Y R,p" e(z) = u(z) Pv(z) + v(z), (3.1 )

where we shall omit the indices v resp. R, Pv' e if there is no confusion
possible.

Now assume that 'PR,p"e is definite (see, e.g., [3J); i.e., there exists
a unique sequence of polynomials (Pn = xn+ ... )n EN such thai
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'PR,p,jXJpn) =°for j = 0, ... , n - 1 and 'PR,p"e(xnpn) oF O. Then it IS well
known that (Pn) satisfies a recurrence relation of the form

with

Pn(x) = (x - an) Pn-l (x) - AnPn- 2(X) for nEN, (3.2)

and for nEN,

where P_l(X)=O and Po(x)=1, and we denote as usual by (pijl) the
associated polynomials of order j defined by

(j)( ) _ ( ) (j) () 1 (j) ( )Pn X - x-an+j Pn-l X -An+jPn,,2 X for n E N, (3.3 )

with P!!.)l (x) = 0 and pl!)(x) = 1. Furthermore we put m = n + r-I and

(3.4 )

where
J' j := 'PR ,p,)1).

Remark 3.1. (a) Let us recall that by Theorem 1.3, oqm = n + r -I for
n ~ (v + I - r )/2 and that qm 1. Pm _ 1 with respect to 'PS,p"e for
n~max{v, (v+l-r)/2}.

(b) Note that qm satisfies the same recurrence relation with respect to
n as Pn-

(c) Proving Theorem 1.3 we have demonstrated that for zEC\E"
IZ I sufficiently large,

- YR,P"JZ) + (R/JH)(z)
Pv(z)

The first main result of this section is

( 1 \
'PR,p"e (-- I·

\z-Xj
(3.6)

THEOREM 3.1. Let:YN be a T-polynomialon E, and let 'PR,p"e be definite.
Suppose that (Pn) is orthogonal with respect to 'PR,p"e and satisfies a
recurrence relation of the form (3.2). Furthermore put no: =
max{O, v+ I-N, [(v+l+ 1-r)/2J}.

Then the following propositions hold:

(a) ForkEN,nENo,n~no,

and

where :!7kN resp. o/i kN _, are defined in (2.3) resp. (2.4).

640/64/2,2
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(b) The recurrence coefficients of (Pn) have period N for n >no, i.e.,
for n>no

and

(c) If in addition v = r - 1- 1>0, then

and

and

and

where Kp, is the leading coefficient of Pv.

Proof (a) Since by Theorem I.3 (see Lemma 1.6 and Theorem 1.4 for
details)

R(Pn:YkN + Sqm lJltkN_I)2 - S(qm:YkN + RPnlJltkN-lf

= (ffkN - HlJItkN ~ 1)(Rp~ - Sq~) = LkNpg(n),

where g(n) E PI-I and at the zeros Wk of p

(R(Pn:YkN +Sqm lJlt kN -1))(Wk) = Gk JH(wk)(qm:YkN +RPn IJItkN-I)(Wk)·

part (a) follows from Theorem 1.1.

(b) Observing that qm+2 satisfies the same recurrence relation as
Pn+2 for n>no we get that for n>no

Pn+2 ffN+Sqm+2 IJ1tN-1

= (x- an+2)(Pn+ IffN+ Sqm+ I IJItN- I) - An+2(Pn ffN+ SqmIJltN-I),

which gives in conjunction with (a) that

from which the assertion follows.

(c) First let us note that no=O and by (3.4), qr-t= Y. Since on the
one hand

PI ffN+ Sqr+ 1-IIJItN- t = (x - ad(ffN+ SYIJItN_ I) + AISpIJltN_1

and on the other hand

the assertion follows with the help of (a). I
Next we need some general facts on orthogonal polynomials.
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LEMMA 3.1. Suppose that (Pn)nENo satisfies a recurrence relation of the
form (3.2). Then the following propositions holdfor k, nENo:

(a) p~k) = (x - iXk+ d p~k_+11) - lek + 2 p~k_+22).

(b) For JENo

P
(n+ I +k)p(k). _p(n+ I +k)p(k) .= ( nn+

J
Ie ) p(k)j-I n+j-I j-2 n+j p+k n

p~n+2

which is the so-called Wronskian formula.

(c) ForjE{l, ...,n-1}

P
(k) =p(n+k~j)p(k) _; .p(n+k+ l-j)p(k)
n j n-j on+k+ I-j j-I n-j-l

and this representation is unique for 2j::-;; n; i.e., if 2j ::-;; nand

(k) = U. (k) _ V. (k) .Pn jPn-J j-1Pn--j-I'

Proof (a) This has been given in [4].

(b) This is known and can be demonstrated by induction using the
recurrence relation of pjn+l) and Pn+)+I'

(c) The first assertion follows by induction arguments again using
the recurrence relation of p~k2j and (a).

Concerning the uniqueness of the representation we get that at the
n - r~ j zeros of p~k2j

_ (k)/ (k)vj_ 1- Pn Pn-j-I

which gives III conjunction with the first representation of p~k) the
assertion. I

LEMMA 3.2. Suppose that (Pn) satisfies a recurrence relation of the form
(3.2). Let k, NEN, nENo, and assume that

P(k+ l)N+n(X) = a(x) PkN+n(X) - CP(k_l)N+n(X), (3.7)

where a E P Nand C E R. Then the following proposition holds:

a _p(kN +n) _ A p((k-I)N +n + 1)
- N kN + n+ I N- 2 '

kN+n+ 1

C= n )OJ,
j ~ (k - 1) N + n + 2

P
(kN+n+ I) _p«k-l)N+n+ 1)
N-l - N-I .
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Proof Put
kN+n

K= TI Aj .

j ~ (k - I) N + n + 2

Then it follows from Lemma 3.1 (b) that

Kp _p«k-I)N+n+ I)p _p«k-I) N+n+ I)p
(k - I) N+ n - N- 1 kN + n- 1 N- 2 kN + no

Thus we get from (3.7) that

( + c «k-I) N+n+ I))
P(k+I)N+n= a KPN~2 PkN+n

_ :!-p«k-I) N+n + I)p
K N- 1 kN + n- 1 .

Since on the other hand by Lemma 3.1(c)

_ (kN+n) A (kN+n+l)
P(k+I)N+n-PN PkN+n- kN+n+IPN-I PkN+n-1

the assertion follows by the uniqueness of the representation. I

COROLLARY 3.1. Suppose that the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 are

fulfilled. Then the following propositions hold:

(a) For each kENo and each n ~ no

and

(b) For each n~no+ 1 resp. n~no

P
(n)_A p(n+I)_:y
N N+n+1 N-2 - N

N+n+l
resp. 4 TI Aj=L2,

j=n+2

where the first relation holds also for n = no if IXN+ no + 1 = IX no + I,

(c) For each n ~ no

n+l

TI AjPv SiJIIN_ I = 2(PN+n+ 1 Pn - PN+nPn+ d·
j~1

(d) For each n ~ no

n+1
TI Aj(SiJIIN_ 1Y + :YN) = 2(p~I)PN+n - p~12IPN+n+ d·
j~2
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Proof (a) For kEN the assertion follows immediately from the
recurrence relations

!/(k+2)N=:YN"Y(k+I)N-(L2/4):YkN forall kEN, (3.8)

and

for all kEN, (3.9)

and Theorem 3.1(a).
Using the fact that

we obtain from Theorem 3.1(a) that

2P2N+n = :YN(Pn:YN+SqmIJltN-I) - (L 2/2) Pn

which proves the assertion for k = O.

(b) From part (a) and Lemma 3.2 it follows that

and that the second relation holds. Since by the periodicity of the recursion
coefficients

for j, kENo and n ~ no + 1

part (b) is proved.

(c) With the help of (3.4) we get by simple calculation that

n+ 1

= n Ajpv.
j= 1

Hence using the representation of SIJltN_1qj' jE{m,m+l}, from
Theorem 3.1(a) we obtain

n+1

f1 )·jPvSIJltN_I= Pn(2PN+n+ 1 - Pn+ I:YN ) - Pn+ 1(2PN+n - pn:YN)
j=l

which is the assertion.

(d) Using again the representation of SIJltN_1qj, j=m, m+ 1, from
Theorem 3.1(a) we get that

SIJltN_I(p~l)qm- P~'21 qm+ I)

n+ 1

- 2( (I) (I)) f1':Y- Pn PN+n - PN+n+ IPn-l - Aj N
]=2

which gives with the help of (3.4) the assertion. I
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Corollary 3.1 could have also been derived directly from [5, Lemma 1,
Corollary 1, Lemma 10, and Theorem 5] in which it has been shown that
orthogonal polynomials with periodic recurrence coefficients satisfy the
relations given in Corollary 3.1 in which 5 N is to replace by its representa
tion in terms of orthogonal polynomials. As we have learned Lemma 3.2
could also be obtained from Lemma 11 and Eq. (VA) in [5].

COROLLARY 3.2. Suppose that the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 are
fulfilled. Then the following propositions hold for each n;?; no + I:

(a) P~~I =iJltN-d(n-I), where g(n-I) has no zero in int(E,).

(b) p~) +AN+n+IP~~i) = iJltN-J(n)'

Proof (a) Since on one hand, using the representation of qN+ rn _ 1 and
qrn-I from Theorem 3.1 and using Theorem I.3

qN+rn-IPn-1 -PN+n-Iqrn-1

=iJltN-,(Rp~_I-Sq~_I)=iJltN_,Pvg(n_l)

and on the other hand by simple calculation

- A ((I) (1) )- IPv PN+n-zPn-I-PN+n-IPn-Z

(3.10)

(3.11)

where the last equality follows from relation (10) of [4] the first assertion
of part (a) is proved.

Concerning the second assertion let us assume to the contrary that
g(n-I) has a zero Y in int(E,). Since -H>O on int(E,) it follows from the
second relation of (3.10) that Pn(Y) = qrn(Y) = 0 which implies by the defini
tion of qrn, taking into account the fact that Pn and p~l~ 1 have no common
zero, that P.(Y) = 0 which is a contradiction.

(b) With the help of the first relation of Corollary 3.1 (b) we get

which gives in conjunction with the second relation of Corollary 3.1 (b) and
Lemma 3.1 (b) that for n ;?; no + 1

which proves, in view of (a), part (b). I
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In Section 5 we shall demonstrate how to obtain from the relations of
Corollary 3.2 a nonlinear recurrence relation for the recursion coefficients
of Pn, if N> I.

THEOREM 3.2. Suppose that the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 are fulfilled
and let j~ no + 1. Let w)/), k = 1, ..., v(j), be the zeros of p}J~ l/UIlN-1 and put

10)/) = sgn((p~) +AN+j +1 p}J=i»)jOUN- 1jH)(wl!»)

for k = 1, ..., v(j). Then

(a) The associated polynomials (pfj»)nENO are orthogonal with respect
to lJIH p(j) /''It e(j)

'N-l N-l' .

(b) The polynomials ((2p}J~n..ig-Npfj»)/UIlN-I)nENo are orthogonal on
E l with respect to lJIplJ) /''It eU),

N-l N-I'

Proof In view of (3.10) and (3.11) we have, putting i = j + r -I,

Rp;_l-Sq;_l =Pvg(j-l)=Pvp}J~)UIlN-I'

where at the zeros w)/) of p}J~I/UIlN-I

(Rpj_ d(w)/») = -6)/)(jH qi_l)(W)/»),

6)/) E { -1, + 1}. Thus, by Theorem 1.5, it remains only to demonstrate
that -6)/)=10)/). Since by TheoremI.5(c) and TheoremI.3

q;;;)(w)/») = 6)/)(jHpfj»)(w)/») foran nENo, (3.12)

where m = n + I, and since by the first relation of Theorem 3.1(a)

UIl q(j) = 2p(j) - g- p(j)N-I m N+n N n

and moreover, using Corollary 3.1 (b ),

for nENo

the assertion follows by (3.12). I

Remark 3.2. Corollary 3.2 and Theorem 3.2 hold also for n = no if
C(N+no+l = lXno+l'

Remark 3.3. Theorem 3.1 a.s.o. could also be extended to the most
general case where lJIR,p,e is not necessarily definite using the fact
(see [16J) that for given R, P, 10 there is a unique sequence of poly-
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nomials Pin=Xin + ···with 'l'R.p,e(XJPiJ=O for j=O, ..., in+, -2 and
'l'R,p,Axin+1-IpJ #- °satisfying a recurrence relation of the form

where dinEPin-in_, and AinER\{O}.

Next let us demonstrate that the converse of Theorem 3.1(b) holds also.

LEMMA 3.3. Let an E R, An + I E R \ {O }, for n E N and suppose that

and for n ~no+ 1, (3.13)

where N, no E N. Let (Pn) be the polynomials generated by the recurrence
coefficients (an) and (An+d and put

fY '_p(nO+')_A p(no+2)N'- N N+no+2 N-2 and
N+no+1

L 2 := 4 n AJ•
J=no+2

Furthermore let us assume that L 2 > 0, that fYN can be represented in the
form

(3.14 )

where H(x) = TIJ~ I(X - aJ with al < a2< '" < a2/ , iJltN_/E P N-I, and that
P<;~+") has simple zeros at the zeros of iJItN-I' Then the following propositions
hold:

.(a) fYN is a T-polynomial on EI := U~~I [a2J-l,a2J and iJltN_ 1 has
N -I simple zeros in int(EI ).

(b) fYN=P<;)-AN+n+lP<;~~) for each n~no+ 1.

(c) For each n ~ no + 1

where g(n-I) has no zero in int(EI ).

(d) For each n ~ no + 2

PnPN+n-I-Pn-lPN+n=(. fI AJ) (Pno+lPN+no-PnoPN+no+d
J~no+2

andpno+,PN+no-PnoPN+no+' vanishes at the zeros ofiJltN_ I.

(e) If in addition aN+no +1=ano + 1 ' then (b) and (c) hold also for
n=no·

Proof (a) Follows immediately from (2.1) and Corollary 2.2(a).
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(b) See, e.g., [5, Lemma 1]. The assertion could also be proved with
the help of Lemma 3.1 (c) and (b) using relation (3.13).

(c) With the help of (b), relation (3.14), and Lemma 3.2(b) we get
that for n;;::: no + 1

(p<;Y + AN + n + 1 p~,:-~))2 - HOU~~f

= !!T~- HOU~_t+ 4)'N+n+ 1 p~)p~':-~)

=4A N + n + 1p~~ 1 p~':-;). (3.15 )

In view of (a), OUN _ f has N -I simple zeros in int(Et ). Thus we get from
(3.15) by induction arguments that p~~ 1 has simple zeros at the zero~ of
OUN - f for each n;;:::no+l. Since -H>O on int(Ef ) we obtain from (3.15)
that the zeros of OUN - f are the only zeros of p<;)~l' n;;:::no+l, lying in
int(Ef ), which proves (c).

(d) The first relation follows by induction.
Concerning the second assertion it follows with the help of the relations

(see Lemma 3.1(c))

_ (n+l) _) (n+2)
PN+n+j- P N-I +jPn+ 1 'n+2P N-2+jPn

for j = 0, 1, that at the zeros of OUN _ h which are by (c) the common zeros
of p~.:-;) and p<;).:-;) ,

Since by (3.15) and (c) the last expression vanishes at the zeros of OUN _ f

part (d) is proved.

(e) Since, by assumption,

P
(no+I)_A p(no+2)
N N+no+2 N-2

-( ) (no+l) A (no+l) A (no+2)
- x-ano+1 PN-I - N+no+1PN-2 - no+2PN-2 '

(b) holds also for n =no. Observing that (3.15) holds also for n = no, (c)
follows. I

Remark 3.4. If the recurrence coefficients (an), (An + d satisfy the
relations given in (3.13) and if An + 1 >0 for each n;;:::no+ 1, then !!TN :=

(nO+ 1) 1 (no+2) t' fi 1 t' (314) d (n) &1 'P N - /I, N + no + 2 P N _ 2 sa 1S 1eS re a IOn . an P N _ 1 = -UN - f g (n - 1)

for n;;::: no + 1, where g(n -I) has exactly one zero in each interval
[a 2j ,a2i+1],j=1, ...,1-1. This fact is due to Geronimus [7] (see [5,
Lemma 2J).
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THEOREM 3.3. Suppose that the assumptions of Lemma 3.3 are fulfilled
and let fiN, OlIN-I, H, and E I be defined as in Lemma 3.3. Furthermore put

p(X) = (Pno+ lPN+no - PnoPN+no+ d/OlIN- I·

and set

for k= 1, ..., v*,

(3.18)

where WI' ... , Wv* are the zeros of p. Then

(a) The polynomials (Pn)nEN generated by the given periodic
recurrence coefficients (an) and P'n+l) are orthogonal to P n - I on E I with
respect to IfFH,p,e'

(b) The polynomials «2PN+n-flNPn)/°ltN-I)nEN, are orthogonal to
P n+ I_Ion E I with respect to IfFp,e'

Proof ad (a) and (b). By (3.14) and Lemma 3.3(b) it follows using the
relation (see Lemma 3.1(c))

that for n ~ no + 1

Since by Lemma 3.1(b)

(
N+n )(n+l) (n+ I) _

PN-I Pn+N-l - PN-2 PN+n - . fl }'j Pn
}=n+2

we get with the help of the periodicity of the }./s, Lemma 3.3(d) and the
definition of p that for n ~ no + 1

(

n+1 )
[(2PN+n-flNPn)/OlIN_I]2-Hp~= 4. fl }'j p~~i)p/OlIN-I'

J =no + 2

From (3.18) we get by simple calculation that at the zeros Wk of p

CP;n+n - fiN) (Wk) =8kn)JH(Wk) OlIN_ I(wd,

where 8kn
) E { -1, + 1}. Since by Lemma 3.3(d) at the zeros Wk of p

(3.19 )

(
PN+no) ( ) (PN+n) ( . )-- Wk = -- Wk

Pno Pn
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for n?o no. (3.20)

(3.21)

Applying Theorem 1.1 to (3.18) and (3.19) the assertion is proved. I
Remark 3.5. Suppose that the assumptions of Theorem 3.3 are fulfilled

and let Sk be defined as in (3.17). Then, kE {l, ..., v*},

if and only if j2PN +t (W
k )1 < L

Pno Wk)

and

Proof From Corollary 2.2(a) and (b) we obtain that

and hence by (2.1)

and

Since, by (3.19),

the assertion is proved. I
Using different methods Theorem 3.3(a) has been given by Geronimus

[7J (see also [5J) for the (probably most important) case that An +! ER+

for n E N. Instead of condition (3.17) Geronimus has given condition (3.21).
Note that An + 1 E R + for n E N implies by Favard's Theorem that IJ'H,p,e is
positive definite and thus is of the form

where sgn Pv = - sgn h on int(E[) and either Ilk = 0 or Ilk =
2JH(Wk)lp~(Wk) > O.
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THEOREM 3.4. Let:YN be a T-polynomial on E1 and let an = aN + nand
A.n+ I = AN + n+ I > °for n E N be the periodic recurrence coefficients of those
polynomials which are orthogonal on E1 with respect to 'PH,PN-1I"IL N_I,e'

Furthermore let us put for arbitrary IN E (0, AN + 1 + AN) \ {AN}

and

Then the following propositions hold:

(a) The polynomials (Pn) generated by the periodic recurrence coef
ficients ai' ... , aN' ..1.2, ..., AN_I, IN, IN+I' are orthogonal on the N disjoint
intervals E(L(IN)):= {xER: I:YN(x)I~L(IN)}=U;:1[a 2j _ I (I N), a2jO:N)]

- 2N 'rwith respect to 'PH,PN_l,i!' where H(x)=Dj=1 (X-aiAN)) and

for k=1, ...,N-1 (3.22)

where wk denotes the N - 1 simple zeros of p N_ I'

(b) The polynomials (2j)N+ n- :YNj)n)nE N are orthogonal to P N+ n- I

on E(L(I N)) with respect to 'PPN_l,if' where if is defined in (3.22).

(c) If IN > ( < PN then 'PH,PN-l,if and 'PPN_l,8 have no (have a) point
measure at all zeros ofiJltN_ , and have no (have a) point measure at a zero
W j of p N-I/iJltN-I if 'PH,PN-ll"ILN_I,e has no (has a) point measure at wj.

Proof (a) and (b). In view of the assumption

-(j) - (j) /.'. - ° N 1p N - 1 - j - PN - I _ j lOr] - , ... , -

which implies that

and IN+IN+I=AN+AN+I
(3.23 )

where the last equality follows from Corollary 3.1 (b). Since L2(1N) < L2we
deduce that

2N
:Y~-U(1N)= n (x-aj(IN)) =: fl,

j= I

where aIO:N)< a2(AN) < ... < a2N(AN)'
Applying Theorem 3.3 we get the orthogonality property given in (a)

and (b) with
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where W k denotes the zeros of PN _ 1 = PN _ I' Since, by the first relation of
(3.23) and the recurrence relation of PN,

AN+1l
IN J

and since, by Remark 3.4, WkE [a2kO:N), a2k + I O:N)] for k= 1, ..., 1-1,
relation (3.22) follows by the interlacing property of the zeros of P~~2 and
PN - 1 and from (1.2).

(c) First let us note that

(3.24)

Taking into consideration the fact that

where wjK ' K = 1, ..., 1- 1, denotes the zeros of PN _ dlJltN _ i, (c) is proved for
the zeros of PN-dIJltN- i •

Concerning the zeros u,O K=I, ...,N-I, of IJItN - i which are by
Remark 3.4 zeros of PN _ 1 too, we observe that at UK

where we used the fact that by Lemma 3.1 (b) at the zeros of PN _ 1

-PNP~~2= L
2
/4A N+ I,

which gives

(3.25)

Inserting this in (3.25) and using the recurrence relation of PN we have

(PN-2/P~~2)(UK) = AN+ dAN

which proves in view of (3.24) and (3.22) the assertion. I
The following remark gives another representation of orthogonal poly

nomials with periodic recurrence coefficients (see [2] and also the methods
used in [6, Theorem 7]).

Remark 3.6. Suppose that (Pn) satisfy (3.2) and that the recurrence
coefficients of (Pn) satisfy

and An + 1 =AN + n + 1 for n EN
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and set

and

Then for °<n <N - 1 and kENo

N+l
L2/4= TI Aj •

j~2

(3.26

and for °<n <N - 1 and k E N\ {1}

2PkN+n -:!TN PCk-l)N+n = PkN+n - (L2/4 )pck_2)N+n (3.27:

and

(3.28:

Proof Relation (3.26) has been given in [2J and can be proved with
the help of Lemma 3.1(c) and 3.1(b). Using (3.26) and

~ /'-... /'-...
Uk(ffN)=:!TNUk- 1(ffN) - (L2/4) Uk- 2(ffN)

we obtain (3.27) and (3.28). I

EXAMPLE. Let E 1 = [ - 1, + 1J. Then for each N EN, :!TN = TN is a T
polynomial on [ -1, + 1] and OlIN -1 = ON_I' Furthermore (Pn = On)nE N is
orthogonal on [-1, + 1] with respect to~ dx, an = 0, and
An+1 = 1/4 for n EN, and L 2= 4 -N+l.

Now let (Pn) be the polynomials generated by the periodic recurrence
coefficients a1 =a2=···=aN=0, A2=···=AN_ 1 =1/4, AN, AN+1 =
1/2-AN, where I NE(1/4, 1/2). Putting L2(IN)=2-2N+3IN(I-2IN) it
follows from Theorem 3.4 that the polynomials (Pn) are orthogonal on

E(L(IN)):= {x: ITN(x) I<L(IN)} with respect to w(x) :=JL2(IN)- T~I
ION_l(X)1 dx.

In view of Remark 3.6 the polynomials (Pn) can be represented in the
form, kENo, 0 <n <N - 1

/'-... /'-...

PkN+n = On Uk(ffN)+ 4 -nIN+1 0N-2-n Uk_ 1(ffN),

where ffN=TnIL(I N) and as usual 0_ 1 =0.
If INE(O, 1/4) then the polynomials (Pn) are orthogonal on E(L(IN))

with respect to the distribution function w(X)dX+L,t'':-/'ukb(X-Wk)'
where W k are the zeros of 0N-l and kE {1, ... , N -1},

(1- w~) J1- sI N (1- 2IN )

N
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The above example (put AN = c12(1 + c), C E R +) IS due to Ismail
[8, Sect. 2] who derived it by direct methods.

Furthermore it follows by Theorem 3.4, Remark 3.6, and by simple
calculations that the polynomials

qN+ n= On t N+ 2.4 - nJ:N+ 1 ON - 2- n
and

~ ~

qkN +n = On Tk(3'"N) + 4 -nAN + 1 ON _ 2--n Tk -1 (!t;..;),

where O~n~N-l and kEN\{I}, are orthogonal on E(L(A N )) with

respect to I/JL 2(AN) - t~ ,ON -1 (x)1 dx if AN E (0, 1/4).
In this section we have demonstrated that the recurrence coefficients of

the polynomials orthogonal with respect to IfFR,p.c are periodic if and only
if there exists a T-polynomial on E{. Since we shall show in a forthcoming
paper that for a given set of disjoint intervals E{ and arbitrary eE R + there
exists a set of disjoint intervals E{ such that i(E{\E{) < e, A denotes the
Lebesgue measure, and that there exists a T-polynomial on Ej , we get in
a simple way that the recurrence coefficients of polynomials orthogonal
with respect to IfFR,p,e are quasi-periodic in the limit. As already mentioned
in the Introduction this quasi-periodic behaviour of the recurrence
coefficients has been discovered by A. Magnus [10] using Abel functions.

4. RELAnONS BETWEEN THE RECURRENCE COEFFICIENTS

OF THE POLYNOMIALS ORTHOGONAL WITH RESPECT TO

IfFR,p,c RESP. IfFR,p,-c

In this section we show how the recurrence coefficients of the above men
tioned orthogonal polynomials are related. In particular it is demonstrated
that the recurrence coefficients of those polynomials which are orthogonal
on E j with respect to a distribution of the form J -R(x)/S(x) dx, where
r = 1- 1 (l + 1) and s = 1+ 1 (1- 1), are symmetric periodic if and only if
there exists a T-polynomial on E j • Polynomials orthogonal for such
distributions also play an important role in L I-approximation because the
L I-minimal polynomial on E j can be represented with the help of such
polynomials (see [13, Theorem 6]).

THEOREM 4.1. Let:TN be a T-polynomialon E{ and let 'PR,p"c be definite.
(Pn,c) denotes the polynomials which are orthogonal with respect to IfFR,P"E

and (a",E)' P.n + I,J denote the recurrence coefficients of (Pn,E)' Then the
following propositions hold for kEN:

(a) For v +1- (r + 1) < 2j < 2kN + v +1- (r + 1)
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where i=j+r-I,Ki,e=Arr~:\Afl'", and Pv=Axv+ "',

(b) For (v + 1- r - 1)/2 <j < min{kN - 2 + v + 1- r, kN - 2 +
(v + I - r - 1)/2 }

r:J. kN +v+I-(j+l +r), -e = rJ.j+2,e

AkN+v+I-(j+ l+r), -e = Aj+3,e'

Proof (a) Since by Lemma 2.1

and, by Theorem 1.3,

for 2j>v+l-r-l, where g(j)EPI_l and

(RPj,e)(wk) = ek(.jii qi,e)(Wk)

at the zeros Wk of Pv' we get (for details see Lemma 1.6) that

R(3kN Pj,e - SOltkN _lqi,e)2 - S(ROltkN -IPj,e - 3kNqi,J2
= L~NPV g(j)'

where at the zeros Wk of Pv

R(5kN Pj,e - SOltkN -IQi,e)(Wk) = -ek(.jii(ROltkN -Ihe - 5kNQi,e) )(Wk)

and that the polynomial3kNPj,e-SOltkN_IQi,e resp. ROltkN - 1Pj,e-3kNQi,e is
of degree kN - j + v+ 8g(j) - r resp. kN - 1- j + v+ 8g(j) with leading coef
ficient Kj,e/2, _where Kj,e is the leading coefficient of Pv g(j); hence by
Theorem 1.3, Kj,e/2 = A rr~:11 Afl,e. Part (a) follows now from Theorem 1.1.

(b) Since Pj,e and Qi,e satisfy the same recurrence relation we get in
conjunction with (a) that for JENo with v+I+3-r<2(j+2)<
2kN + v+1- 1 and kN + I + v- (j + r + 3) ?i' 0

Kj+2,ePkN + 1+ v - (j+ r+3), -e = (x - iXj+2,e) Kj+1, ePkN+I+ v- (j+r+ 2), -e

- Aj + 2, e Kj ,e PkN + 1+ v - (j + r+ 1), - e.

Using the fact that
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we obtain, dividing the above relation by KJ+ 1,8 that

PkN + 1+ v - U+r+ 1), -8

= (X - a) + 2, e) PkN + 1+ v - (j + r + 2), - 8 - }'} + 3, e PkN + 1+ v - U + r + 3), - e

which proves part (b). I
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COROLLARY 4.1. Suppose that the assumptions of Theorem 4.1 are
fulfilled and let R = H and v = I-I. Then

,a N - i ,-e=aj ,8 for j = 1, ..., N - 1, and

and
for j = 2, ..., N - 1,

and

Proof Putting k = 1 and k = 2 in Theorem 4.1 (b) and using the fact
that by Theorem 3.1 (c), aN + 1, ~e = aI, -8 the coronary follows. I

COROLLARY 4.2. Suppose that the assumptions of Theorem 4.1 are
fulfilled and let r = 1- 1 and p == 1. Then

for j= 1, , N+ 1

for j = 2, , N - 1

and

Proof In view of Theorem 4.1 (b), since v = 0 and thus there is no point
measure, it remains only to show that

for j= 1, 2 and

By Corollary 2.1 we have that

PN=:TN· (4.1 )

Using the representation of PN-I and PN-2 given in Theorem 4.1(a) and
inserting these expressions in the recurrence relation of PN = :TN' we obtain
that

:TN [C~N liD1 A}) P2(X) - (x - aN) (PI (x)liD1 }'}) + 1J
= SOUN_ 1[(x-aN) qI(X) - (JoN liDI Ai) q2(X)} (4.2)

640/64/2-3
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Since §"N # 0 at the zeros of SilJIN-I it follows that the second term of the
left side of (4.2) vanishes identically which implies that !Y. N= !Y.2·

The remaining relations are obtained similarily with the help of the
recurrence relation of p N+ I using the representation of p N+ I, PN, and
PN-I given in Theorem 3.1(a), (4.1), and Theorem 4.1(a), respectively. I

As already mentioned in Remark 2.1 polynomials orthogonal with
respect to J -R(x)jS(x) dx can also be fitted into that class of orthogonal
polynomials investigated in [6]. But, to the best of our knowledge,
Corollary 4.1, i.e., the symmetric periodic behaviour of the recurrence
coefficients, can not be derived from the results of [6].

Next let us demonstrate that the converse of Corollary 4.2 holds also.
We need

LEMMA 4.1. Let mo, m l , KENo, and suppose that mo+ 1":;;ml":;;K.
Then

!Y.K+I_j=fij

AK+2_j= A:j

for j=mo+ 1, , m l

for j=mo+2, , m l

if and only if fJymo)=pyK-mo- j) for j= 1, ..., m l -mo.

Proof Using the relations

and, see Lemma 3.1(a),

P(K-mo- j)= (x -!Y. . p(K+ I-mo-j) _ A .p(K+2-mo- j)J K+I-mO-J) J-I K+2- mo-J j-2

the assertion follows by induction. I

THEOREM 4.2. Let tl.nER, An + I ER + for n EN, and suppose that for
kEN

and

!Y.kN+j= !Y.j = !Y.N+2-j

AkN+j= Aj = AN+3 - j

for j=l, ,N+l

for j=3, , N

where N EN. Furthermore let Pn' n EN, denote that polynomials which are
generated by the recurrence coefficients !Y. n and An + I' n EN. Put

and (4.3)
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for n ~ 2.

where U/iN _I' R, S are polynomials with leading coefficient one and Rand S
have no common zero. Then the following propositions hold:

(a) H: = RS = nj~ 1 (x - aj), where a1 < a2< ... < a21' and either
R(a1j )=0 or R(a2j+l)=Ofor j= 1, ... , 1-1.

(b) The polynomials Pn' n E N, are orthogonal on E I = UJ~ 1 [a 1J - 1 , a2J
with respect to the weight function J - RjS.

(c) The polynomials p~I), n E N, are orthogonal on E/= Uj~ 1 [a2j_l, a2j ]
with respect to the weight function J - SjR.

Proof First let us note that

(XN+n+[=(Xn+l for n~1 and

Further let :!IN' L, and p be defined as in Lemma 3.3 and Theorem 3.3.
Using the relations

and (4.4 )

and (Lemma 4.1)

we get with the help of Lemma 3.3(e) and (b) that

(4.5)

Since by Lemma 3.1 (b)

n+l
L2j2 - TI) - (1) (1)- 'J - PN PN- PN+ [ PN- 1

j=2

we derive with the help of (4.4), (4.5), and (4.6) that

and thus, by (4.6) and (4.3), that

(4.7)

N ow let Xl < X 2 < ... < X N be the zeros of p N. Then, using well known
interlacing properties of the zeros of orthogonal polynomials,

sgn(PN+ [ - AN+1 PN- d(xJ = -nN+1 sgnpN_l(xJ = (_l)N +1-;

and
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for i = 1, 00" N from which it follows that there is exactly one zero of P~~ I
andPN+I -AN+IPN-I in each interval (Xi' xi+d, i= 1, ..., N, which proves
part (a).

From (3.16) we get by simple calculation in conjunction with (4.4) that

which implies by (4.7) that each zero of p is a zero of H. Thus we get from
Theorem 3.3 that (Pn) is orthogonal with respect to P~~ l/iJltN_fh dx which
is the assertion for (Pn)' The orthogonality property of (p~I») follows from
Theorem 1.3 combined with Theorem I.1 observing that by Theorem I.1 (d),
qm(X) = -p~121(x), I

5. RECURRENCE RELATION FOR THE RECURRENCE COEFFICIENTS

In this section we demonstrate how to get in a simple way (compared to
[19]) recurrence relations for the recurrence coefficients if there exists a
T-polynomial fiN on Ef , where N> I, and thus by Theorem 3.1, the period
N of the recurrence coefficients is greater than the number 1 of the disjoint
intervals. Assuming that the recurrence coefficients of the orthogonal poly
nomials are periodic Turchi et al. [19], using completely different methods,
got the same recurrence laws for the recurrence coefficients as it should be
in view of Theorem 3.3.

Notation. Let (pd be a sequence of orthogonal polynomials and let
(a k ), (A k + I) be the recurrence coefficients of (Pk) with the property that
Ak + 1 #0 for kEN. We set for k, nENo

k

p~n)(x) = L Ay,n)xk - j ,
j~O

where A&k,n) = 1. (5.1 )

Then we get from the recurrence relations (3.3) resp. Lemma 3.1(a) that for
nENo, kEN,

A(k,n)-A(k-I,n)_a A(k-l,n)_A A(k-2,n)
j - j k+n j-I k+n j-2

resp.

A (k,n) = A(k-l,n+l) _ a A(k-I,n+ I) _ A A(k-2,n+2)
J J n+1 J-I n+2 j-2

where

for j= 1, 00" k,

(5.2)

for j= 1, 00" k,

(5.3 )

A(k,n).= 0
J • for jE{k+1,k+2,oo.,}u{-1}.
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Now let us demonstrate how to get the recurrence relations. Suppose
that there exists a T-polynomial !TN' N ~ 1 on E I , and that lJ'R.p,.e is
definite. Let (Pn) be orthogonal with respect to lJ'R.p,.e having recurrence
coefficients (an), (..1'n+ d. We put

N

!T,Ax) = L rjx
N

-
j

j=O

and for n ~ no

1-1
, ( )_ '\' G(n) I-l-j

g(n) X - L. j x
j~O

and

and

N-I

OIl (x) = '\' U·XN - I - j
N-I L, J '

i= 0

where OIIN _ I is defined in (2.1) and g(n) and l(n+1) are defined III

Corollary 3.2. Observing that by Corollary 3.1 (b) for n ~ no

we get from Corollary 3.1 (b) resp. Corollary 3.2 that the following
fundamental relations hold for n ~ no

for j= 1, ..., N, (5.4 )

j
'\' u. G(n)=A(N-l.n+l)
L. J-I' I' J

1'=0

for j = 1, ..., N - 1 (5.5)

j

'\' u. F(n+l)=r.+2A A(N-2.n+2)
L, J-I' I' J N+n+2 J-2

1'=0

where G~) :=0 and F~n:/) : = 0 for J1 ~ I.
Since by (5.3) and (5.4) for n ~ no

for j= 1, ..., N, (5.6)

A(N-l,n+l) = r.+ a A (N-l,n+ 1) +) A(N-2,n+l)
J J N+ll+l J-l 'N+ll+l J-2

+ 1 A(N-2,1l+2) C • 1 N 1
AN + II + 2 j _ 2 lor ] = , ..., -, (5.7)

the expression on the right side of (5.5) and (5.6) can be expressed in terms
of rk's and Uk'S and in terms of the recurrence coefficients (ak ), (Ak + d by
using successively (5.7) and the following relations which can be derived
from (5.2) resp. (5.3).

A(N-2,ll+I)=A(N-l,ll+I)+r:t. A(N-2,n+l)+A A(N-3,n+l) (5.8)
J J N+n J-l N+n J-2

and

A(N-k-l,ll+k+ 1) = A (N-k.ll+k) + r:t. A (N-k-l,n+k+ 1)
j j ll+k+l j-l

+A A(N-k-2,1l+k+2) (5.9)
1l+k+2 j-2
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kE {O, ..., N -I}, in conjunction with

and for n ~no.

(5.10)

Thus we obtain from the first I-I resp. I equations of (5.5) resp. (5.6)
h ffi . G(n) F(n+l) f A l" f' d 't e coe lClents j resp. j 0 g(n) resp.j(n+l) In terms 0 'kS an UkS

and in terms of the recurrence coefficients. Finally we get from the Ith
equation of (5.5) resp. (5.6) two (nonlinear) recurrence relations for the
recurrence coefficients. Further relations for the recurrence coefficients can
be obtained by considering (5.5) resp. (5.6) for }>I resp.}>I+ 1.

EXAMPLES. Suppose that there exists a T-polynomial !IN on E, and that
IfFR,p,,€ is definite, Let (Pn) be orthogonal with respect to IfFR,p,,€ on E, and
let (iX n ), (A'n + 1) be the recurrence coefficients of (Pn) Furthermore let no be
defined as in Theorem 3.1. Then the recurrence coefficients have period N,
by Theorem 3.1, and satisfy the following recurrence relations:

A.n + 2 + A. n + 1 + iX n + l(iX n + 1 - Cd

=(u2-'2)+ul('I- u d =: C2 for n ~ no + 1 (5.11 )

2A.n + 2(iX n +2 + iX n + 1 - C 1)

=U3-'3+ Ul('2- U2)+(U2- Ui)('1-ud =: C3

If iX N + no + 1 =iXno + 1 ' then (5.12) holds also for n=no.

for n ~no + 1.

(5.12 )

(b) 1= 3. Let C1, C2, and C3 be defined as above. Then

and

for n ~ no + 2 (5.13)

2A.n +2[A.n + 3 + A.n + 2 + A.n + 1 + iX n + l(iX n + 1 - C1)

+ iX n +2(iX n + 2 - Cd + iXn +2 iX n+l - C2 ]

= U4 - '4 + Ul('r 3 - U3) + (U2 - uiH'2 - U2)

- [U3- U2Ul- Ul(U2- ui)] C 1 =: C4 (5.14 )

for n ~ no + 1, where (5.13) holds also for n = no + 1, if iXno + 1 = iXN +no+ l'
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Proof (a) From (5.5) resp. (5.6) it follows immediately that

resp.
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which gives with the help of (5.7), (5.9), and (5.10) the assertion.

(b) From (5.5) resp. (5.6) it follows by straightforward calculation
that

U3- UI U2+ UI(ui- U2)

= A'~N~ I.n+ I) _ uIA~N~ I,n+ I) + (ui _ U2) A iN-1,n+ 1)

resp.

from which with the help of (5.7), (5.8), (5.9), and (5.10) the assertion
follows. I

Note that the recurrence relations do not depend on Pv' In order to
calculate those recurrence coefficients which are not determined by the
recurrence relations for the recurrence coefficients, i.e., those of low index,
one has to calculate the "first" moments

m(R.p,e) = 'l' (xi).
] R,p,E

(If p = 1 and 8 = (1, 1, ..., 1) we write my).) This can be done with the help
of relations (3.6) and (3.1) or by the following method which is often
simpler.

Let U E P r _ I be such that

(R/jH - u)(z) = O(Z-I).

Observing that by (3.6)

f R(x) dx + u(z) = (R/jH)(z)
Etz-xh(x)

and that for sufficiently large Iz I

y(z):= (R/jH)(z)=zr-, I diz-J

J~O

(5.15)
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satisfies the differential equation

2Hy' = y(R'S- S'R) (5.16 )

we get, equating the coefficients in (5.16), the coefficients of u and the
moments my) = dr - l +I +j' jE No·

Now let us suppose that all zeros of Pv are simple and let us put

pJx)= f1 (x-wd= L Bjx
j

k~1 j=O

and for k= 1, ..., v,

Then the moments my,P,e), j = 0, ..., v - 1, can be calculated by the system
of linear equations

v-I

L Bk,jmy,p,E) = ck(R/fi)(wk) - u(wk)
j~O

for k= 1, ..., v, (5.17 )

and the moments of higher index with the help of the relation

~ Bm(R,p,e)-m(R)
1... j j+k - k
j~O

(5.18 )

where (5.17) resp. (5.18) are obtained by considering If'R,p"e( -Pv,k) and
using (5.15) resp, by considering If'R,P,)Xkpv)'
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